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Abstract—The International Space Station (ISS) is 

powered by a set of 160 V photovoltaic arrays (PVA) in the 

US sector.  Arcing thresholds for the ISS PVAs measured in 

the laboratory are shown to vary from -210 V to -457 V 

depending on the ambient plasma density, where low arcing 

threshold occurs at high plasma densities.  Arcing of ISS 

PVAs on-orbit is unlikely under normal operating 

conditions.  The net potential of a solar cell relative to space 

depends on the position of the cell within a string, the 

(vxB)L contribution to the potential at the location of the 

cell, and the frame potential of ISS due to solar array 

charging.  Net potentials on a cell will reach the arcing 

threshold only on rare occasions.  However, the situation 

changes when damaged PVA strings are considered.  Open 

circuit strings can exhibit voltages exceeding -300 V when 

the strings are shunted.  Under these conditions the local 

potential on the damaged string can easily exceed arcing 

thresholds at the low end of the -210 V to -457 V range for 

ISS PVAs.  Because arcing to space on the array will remove 

some fraction of the net negative charge on the ISS, 

transient variations in the frame potential are expected 

during the electrostatic discharge events.  We report a new 

class of transient ISS frame potential variations consistent 

with arcing on open strings using data from the ISS Floating 

Potential Measurement Unit’s Floating Potential Probe 

instrument. 

 

Index Terms— arcing, spacecraft charging, solar arrays 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE International Space Station (ISS) is powered by a set 

of 160 V photovoltaic arrays (PVA) in the US sector with 

the negative end of the arrays grounded to the conducting 
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structure of the ISS.  This configuration represents a possible 

risk to arcing if the voltage on any local portion of the arrays or 

vehicle structure exceeds the arcing threshold for the materials 

at that location.  The rule of thumb often used for high voltage 

solar arrays is that the most negative surfaces will float to a 

negative potential that is about 90% of the solar array operating 

voltage [1, 2].  An example of a spacecraft that followed this 

rule was the Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite (UARS) 

with 100 V solar arrays grounded on the negative end of the 

array to the spacecraft structure.  The structure was regularly 

seen to charge to -90 V relative to the space plasma 

environments at eclipse exit due to plasma interactions with the 

solar arrays [3].   

While negative potentials on the ISS structure are regularly 

observed each orbit as the vehicle enters insolation, potentials 

on the ISS structure only rarely approach the less than -70 V 

thresholds where arcing could be observed [4,5].  Arcing 

thresholds for the ISS PVAs measured in the laboratory are 

shown to vary from -210 V to -457 V depending on the ambient 

plasma density, where low arcing threshold occurs at high 

plasma densities [6].  Arcing of ISS PVAs on-orbit is unlikely 

under normal operating conditions.  The net potential of a solar 

cell relative to space depends on the position of the cell within 

the 160 V string, the vxB.L contribution to the potential at the 

location of the cell, and the frame potential of ISS due to solar 

array charging.  Net potentials on a cell will barely reach the 

arcing threshold only on rare occasions.  Up to the current time, 

arcing has not been reported on either the ISS structure or the 

solar arrays.  

In this paper we report a new class of transient ISS frame 

potential variations consistent with arcing using data from the 

ISS Floating Potential Measurement Unit’s (FPMU) Floating 

Potential Probe (FPP) instrument.  The transients are 

characterized by a rapid decrease in the negative frame potential 
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to values less negative, or even positive, than the equilibrium 

potential followed by a gradual return to equilibrium 

conditions.  The events are always observed in sunlight when 

the PVAs are biased and occur during periods when some or all 

of the PVA strings are shunted. 

The outline of this paper is as follows.  First, Section II 

provides a background on the ISS orbital environment and the 

configuration of the ISS PVAs.  The FPMU instrument that 

provides the ISS frame potential data used in this work is 

described next in Section III.  Section IV summarizes the ISS 

negative charging due to current collection by the high-voltage 

solar arrays.  An explanation of how open-circuit voltages 

present on damaged strings can exceed arcing thresholds on the 

solar arrays is given in Section V.  The new class of “positive 

charging” events consistent with arcing on the arrays are 

described in Section VI.  Finally, we conclude with a short 

discussion and summary in Section VII. 

II. ISS ORBITA L ENVIRONMENT AND 

CONFIGURATION OF PVAS 

Inclination of the ISS orbit is 51.6 degrees with an orbital 

altitude varying between about 330 km and 435 km.  Flight 

altitudes in recent years have typically been near 400 km.  This 

places ISS operations within the F2-region of the Earth’s 

ionosphere, at an altitude near the peak F2-region electron 

density or in the topside ionosphere.  Ion and electron 

temperatures in this region of the ionosphere are on the order of 

0.1 eV [7] so the voltages on conductors exposed to the plasma 

environment including the solar cells and components of the 

vehicle structure connected to the spacecraft ground will 

control the current collection process responsible for 

establishing the frame potential relative to the space plasma 

environment.   

The 160 V ISS solar arrays are configured into eight solar 

array wings (SAW) with two blankets per wing and two solar 

array wings per Photovoltaic Module (PVM) and a total of four 

PVM on ISS [8].  Fig. 1 shows the layout of the eight arrays 

with the nomenclature used by the ISS program for labeling the 

eight SAWs (1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 4A, and 4B) and the four 

PVM’s (S4 and S6 on the starboard Truss and P4 and P6 on the 

port Truss).  Each of the eight 11.7 m wide by 35.1 m long 

arrays are covered with 8 cm x 8 cm silicon solar cells laid out 

in 82 parallel strings with 400 cells in series per string.  There 

are 32,800 solar cells per SAW for a total of 262,400 total cells 

in the eight ISS SAWs. The negative end of the eight US solar 

arrays are all electrically tied to a common point ground on the 

metal ISS structure [8,9,10]. 

The SAWs are connected to Sequential Shunt Units (SSU) 

which maintain the PVA voltage at 160 V and regulates the ISS 

power production from PVAs to meet ISS power load demand 

[8].  Solid-state switches in the SSU operating at 20 Hz will 

dynamically shunt power from the 82 individual strings to 

follow load demand as required to charge the ISS storage 

batteries [8,9].  The shunt operations to reduce power output 

from the array is accomplished by short-circuiting an individual 

string so there is no voltage across the string [10].  Since power 

output of the string P is given by P=IV where I is the operating 

current and V the operating voltage for the string of cells in 

series, the shunt sets the string voltage to V=0 and there is no 

power output for the string.  Each of the 82 strings are 

connected or disconnected from the primary bus and the power 

output from the SSU is the sum of all connected strings at any 

point in time.  When power output from the SSU exceeds the 

ISS power demand, the SSU will shunt PVA strings to reduce 

the power output.  If SSU power output is insufficient for ISS 

power demand, the SSU will unshunt the strings required to 

provide the additional power to meet demand.   

Spacecraft charging of the ISS is driven primarily by current 

collection at the edges of the solar cells on the 160 V solar 

arrays in the US sector.   The potential of each cell varies from 

0 V to 160 V along the string but the solar array string voltage 

relative to the local plasma environment will come to an 

equilibrium such that electron collection by the solar array 

balances ion collection by various grounded, conductive 

surfaces.  The vehicle structure, since it is grounded on the 

negative end of the arrays, will collect ions and float negative 

relative to the plasma [11, 12, 13, 14]. 

ISS is equipped with two operational Plasma Contactor Units 

(PCU) used for active charge control to mitigate the effects of 

extreme charging [15, 16].  The PCU’s are hollow cathode 

discharge assemblies which produces a cloud of ionized xenon 

gas that carries excess electron charge away from the ISS 

 
 

Fig. 2.  The Floating Potential Measurement Unit (FPMU) showing the 
location of the WLP, NLP, FPP, and PIP as well as the electronics box and 

TVCIC (NASA image). 

  

 
Fig. 1.  ISS high voltage solar array configuration (NASA image) 
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structure into the surround space plasma, reducing the potential 

difference between the Station structure and the surrounding 

charged plasma environment.  We have only chosen FPMU 

records for this work where the PCUs are not operating.    

III. FLOATING POTENTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 

The Floating Potential Measurement Unit (Fig. 2) is a suite 

of four plasma instruments deployed on the ISS in August of 

2006.  It was designed and built by Space Dynamics Laboratory 

located in Logan, Utah under contract to NASA Johnson Space 

Center.  While the reported FPMU design life of the was only 

three years, the current operational unit on ISS was deployed in 

August of 2006 and has continued to provide data to the present 

time, a period exceeding 11 years!  Details on the instrument 

design and operations are given in a series of references 

including [17], [18], [19], [20], and [21]. 

FPMU is a suite of four instruments including a Wide 

Langmuir Probe (WLP), a Narrow Langmuir Probe (NLP), a 

Floating Potential Probe (FPP), and a Plasma Impedance probe 

(PIP).  The WLP and NLP provide measurements of electron 

density, electron temperature, and frame potential relative to the 

ambient space plasma at a sample rate of 1.0 Hz.  Independent 

measurement of the electron density is available from the PIP 

which also samples at a rate of 1.0 Hz.  High time resolution 

measurements of the ISS frame potential relative to the space 

plasma environment is obtained from the FPP at a sample rate 

of 128 Hz.  We focus on the FPP measurements for this work 

because the high sample rate is required to detect the features 

of the transient floating potential variations that are the topic of 

this paper.  

The FPMU is mounted on an ISS external video camera port 

that provides power and access to the ISS communications 

system.  FPMU was originally deployed on Camera Port 2 

located on the starboard Truss, but the instrument was moved 

on 21 November 2009 to a new location on Camera Port 6 on 

the port Truss.  Signals from each of the instruments are 

combined in the FPMU electronics box and converted into a 

video signal for downlink.  The TV Camera Interface Control 

(TVCIC) provides power to the FPMU and is the interface 

between FPMU and the ISS communications system.  The 

FPMU video signal is downlinked through the ISS Ku band 

communications system and transferred to ground stations 

where the video signal is received and archived.  Processing of 

the raw telemetry data is all accomplished on the ground. 

An example of ISS typical ISS charging over an orbit is given 

in Fig. 3.  The FPP measurements of the ISS frame potential 

shows the oscillatory (vxB)L contribution to the potential at 

the location of the FPMU.  A set of negative charging peaks 

occur at each eclipse exit (marked with red arrows) due to 

current collection on the PVAs.  The charging peaks only 

persist for a short period following eclipse exit because the 

SSU’s will begin to shunt strings as the batteries are charged 

and the arrays rotate into plasma wake—reducing the current 

collection—as the arrays track Sun [22]. 

  Orbital day and night is indicated by the yellow and black 

bar, respectively, under the potential panel.  The   middle panel 

gives the WLP electron density (black) and NLP electron 

temperature (blue).  Features of the ionosphere density present 

in the data include the daytime equatorial plasma crests and 

night time plasma depletions at high northern and equatorial 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Example FPMU data for six orbits on 7 December 2014.  ISS floating potential obtained from the FPP is plotted in the top panel.  The   

middle panel gives the WLP electron density (black) and NLP electron temperature (blue).  Geographic latitude (black) and longitude (blue) are 

shown in the bottom panel.  Details are discussed in the text. 
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latitudes.  ISS latitude and longitude are given in the bottom 

panel. 

IV. ISS NEGATIVE CHARGING 

Fig. 4. shows examples of the three basic types of negative 

charging events which occur following eclipse exit that have 

been identified in FPMU data.  All three types are due to solar 

array interactions with the plasma environment.  The PCU was 

not operating for these events and the potentials refer to the ISS 

potential measured by the FPMU floating potential probe at the 

location of the FPMU instrument.   

Potentials due to normal charging (Fig. 4, top panel) are 

generally in the range of -20V to -30V and the duration of the 

charging events may last for many minutes to 10’s of minutes 

[21].  Normal charging is the most commonly observed type of 

ISS eclipse exit charging event.   Normal charging is well 

relatively well understood and comparison of ISS frame 

potential measurements with ISS charging models are described 

in [23] , [24], and [25]. 

Rapid charging events at eclipse exit (Fig. 4, middle panel) 

are characterized by increases in potential over time scales of a 

seconds followed by a rapid decrease in potential over a few 

seconds.  While many rapid charging events remain within the 

-20 to -40V range, the example shown here is -65 V.  Some of 

the largest eclipse exit charging events observed on the ISS to 

date have been rapid charging events with potentials in the -40V 

to -67V range [26, 27].  Rapid charging events are less common 

than normal charging, and appear to be correlated to eclipse exit 

conditions with low plasma densities (less than 3x1010 m-3) 

[26].  A number of mechanisms have been proposed to explain 

the physics responsible for the rapid charging events at eclipse 

exit including current collection on the solar arrays [26] and 

electric field gradients at the dawn terminator [29].  The solar 

array current collection mechanism proposed by [28] is favored 

by the charging community and a number of models have been 

described by [30, 31, 32] and most recently by [33] and [34]. 

Finally, a class of rapid charging events (Fig. 4., bottom 

panel) occur when fully shunted solar arrays are unshunted in 

full sunlight [26, 27].  Sunlight unshunt rapid charging events 

are transient events reaching the maximum potential within one 

FPMU sample period (7.8 milliseconds) followed by a rapid 

decrease in potential on times scales of 20 to 150 msec.  

Sunlight unshunt rapid charging events were first observed on 

GMT 2010/155 and over the period GMT 2010/205-212 during 

a set of 36 experiments in which all eight ISS solar arrays were 

fully shunted for about 3 minutes following eclipse exit.  Then 

each array wing was unshunted at 1 second intervals resulting 

in a set of eight charging peaks.  Additional events have been 

observed on when array power manipulation activities 

associated with the ammonia pump repair required shunting the 

2B array and unshunting in sunlight [11].  The largest recorded 

ISS negative charging events fall in this category.  Maximum 

potentials for 288 of the 289 sunlight unshunt rapid charging 

event charging peaks observed through 2014 are more negative 

than -45V, 265 events are more negative than -60V, and 16 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Examples of negative charging due to current collection on ISS high voltage solar arrays.  (top) normal eclipse exit charging, (middle) 

eclipse exit rapid charging events, and (bottom) rapid charging events in sunlight following array unshunt operations.  Positive transients are 

also present in this plot which are discussed later in the paper (from ref. [11]). 
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events are more negative than -90V.  Two charging events on 

GMT 2010/209 reached -95V and are the largest negative 

charging events observed to date on the ISS.  Sunlight unshunt 

rapid charging events have been observed in all cases where 

FPMU data is available following unshunt of a solar array in 

sunlight. 

In addition, to negative charging, a series of four positive 

charging peaks are present in the bottom panel of Fig. 4 before 

the arrays are unshunted at about 09:02 UTC.  These positive 

peaks, first reported by [33], are due to a different mechanism 

than simple solar array current collection and are discussed in 

the following sections. 

V. EVIDENCE OF ISS ARCING ON NEGATIVELY BIASED OPEN 

STRINGS 

In this section, ISS flight data is presented with the 

unmistakable characteristics of negative potential arcing. This 

is the first direct evidence of spacecraft charging arcs on the 

ISS, albeit on the solar arrays, not on an EMU which was the 

primary concern for arcing that drove the requirement for 

deploying PCU’s on ISS. 

Plasma arcing threshold potentials vary widely. Micron thick 

anodization, like that on the ISS MMOD shield, has been shown 

in the laboratory to arc at potentials well below -100 V.  ISS 

solar cells have been shown by to arc at potentials between -210 

V and -457 V [6]. While negative potentials this large do not 

appear on ISS solar cells under nominal conditions, there is an 

open-circuit fault condition, present on some ISS solar array 

strings, that can cause negative voltages this large.  It is known 

that a number of open-circuit failures exist on the ISS PVAs.  

Measurements as early as 2002 showed string open-circuit 

failures on the 2B SAW [10]. 

A. Open-circuit string faults can cause large negative 

potentials on solar cells 

The solar array string potentials are nominally regulated to 

160 V. However, open circuit string voltages when the arrays 

are cold coming out of eclipse can run as high as 320 V, twice 

the nominal voltage. 

As described in Section II, nominally the low side of solar 

array strings are tied to ISS chassis ground. Battery charging is 

controlled by shunting excess array current to ground. Under 

normal conditions, when both the low and high sides of a string 

are connected to chassis ground, all the cells in the shunted 

string are at chassis potential. However, if there is an open 

circuit somewhere in the string, shunting ties the most positive 

cell in a string to chassis ground, and all of the connected cells 

on the high side of the open circuit are at potentials negative 

with respect to ground. The left panel of Fig. 5 shows this when 

the open circuit is close to the beginning of the string and most 

of the cells are connected to the high side. The open circuit cells, 

although quite negative, collect small ion currents and do not 

contribute much to the ISS charging with respect to the plasma. 

B. Arcs on shunted open-circuit strings can drive the ISS 

potential positive 

As seen in the left panel of Fig. 5, after eclipse exit, the 

negative potentials on some cells in shunted open-circuit strings 

are beyond the measured arc threshold. When this occurs, the 

insulating surfaces near the cells, Kapton® and coverglass, 

collect ions until their potentials are near that of the local 

ionosphere. The configuration where the exposed cell edges are 

negative with respect to the nearby insulators, an inverted 

potential gradient, leads to arcs whose duration can be extended 

by potential differences with nearby solar cells [35]. This 

mechanism of arc initiation and extension has been 

demonstrated in laboratory tests.  

 
 

Fig. 5.  ISS potentials for a shunted string with an open-circuit fault near the beginning of the string on eclipse exit. The left panel is before and 

the right panel is during an arc.  Note the ISS frame potential, which is the ground, becomes less negative or even positive with respect with 
respect to the ambient plasma. 
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The plasma generated at an arc site is locally much denser 

than the surrounding ionospheric plasma. Such arcs can emit 

ampere level electron currents; i.e., electron emission that is 

much greater than the ion currents collected by conductors 

connected to ISS chassis ground. This electron emission causes 

the chassis potential to jump positively on the most rapid 

timescale (less than a milllisecond) that is determined by sheath 

charging. As the arc extinguishes, the potentials return to their 

original configuration on a longer timescale due to the slower 

charging rate required to recharge the ISS structure. 

C. ISS/FPMU data with negative arcing 

As discussed above, the conditions for negative arcing on 

open-circuit strings are most favorable immediately after 

eclipse exit, when the cells are cold and generate the largest 

voltage with the high end shunted so that the voltages generated 

are all negative with respect to ionosphere ground. If the 

potentials are negative enough to generate an arc, the signature 

would be a very rapid rise in the ISS potential with respect to 

the local plasma, followed by a slower decay as the arc 

extinguishes. 

These exact conditions were achieved during ISS Command 

Shunt/Unshunt experiments performed December 8, 2014. 

Array shunts for the sunlight unshunt experiments in 2014 were 

accomplished by powering the Sequential Shunt Unit (SSU) 

Photovoltaic Control Electronics (PVCE) Off in eclipse and 

leaving the power off for three minutes into sunlight. Fig. 6 

shows the ISS potential with respect to plasma (“floating 

potential”) as measured by the FPMU/FPP during the first two 

minutes after eclipse exit.  

Right after eclipse exit the floating potential trace shows the 

characteristic signature of negative potential arcing, rapid rise 

followed by a slower return. Electron emission from the arc site 

plasma causes the rapid rise in potential; the slower decay as 

the arc extinguishing. These events are not unique to this 

particular orbit. Similar arc signatures were observed during 

several eclipse exit tests with shunted arrays. 

VI. ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES OF NEGATIVE ARCING 

Finally, two additional examples of negative arcing 

following eclipse exit are shown in Fig. 7 from two orbit 

segments on 10 February 2013.  Standard solar array operations 

are in progress for both orbits with the SSUs automatically 

controlling the number of active and shunted strings.  No 

shunt/unshunt experiment is in progress.  These examples 

demonstrate that turning off the arrays by powering off the 

PVCE during a shunt/unshunt experiment is not required to 

observe the negative arcing. 

The first example of negative arcing is shown in Fig. 7-a for 

an eclipse exit at about 09:51:20 UTC.  FPP measurements of 

the ISS frame potential are shown in the top panel. The ISS 

structure potential at the FPMU location is initially about -2 V 

before ISS encounters sunlight and then increases to a 

maximum of about -23 V as the vehicle moves into sunlight and 

the biased solar arrays collect current from the plasma 

environment.   

The middle panel gives a voltage output from the 

Photovoltaic Control Electronics (PVCE) which is proportional 

to the number of active strings on each the array with the output 

color coded for a specific SAW.   Voltages of about 27 V 

indicate all strings are active and the voltage decreases as 

strings are shunted.  The PVCE data is only available at 0.1 Hz 

from standard ISS telemetry.   In this case the arrays are all 

unshunted as ISS moves into sunlight until about 09:51:39.5 

UTC when strings on the 3B SAW are shunted and a large 

negative arcing event is observed.  The second negative arcing 

event occurs at about 09:51:47.4 UTC, just before the next 

available PVCE shunt state data indicating the 3B strings are 

still shunted and strings on the 2A, 4A, and 4B SAW were 

 

 

Fig. 6.  ISS eclipse exit potential transients measured by the FPMU during Command Shunt/Unshunt experiments on 8 December 2014.  The last 

peak exceeding +20 V is a bad data point.  The label “S/US #14” indicates this was the 14th orbit with all arrays shunted as ISS entered sunlight.  
The unshunt operations were about three minutes into sunlight and are not shown no the plot.  “p PCU’s” indicate that the PCU’s were not 

operating during the experiment. 
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shunted some time during the 10 second period between the 

PVCE samples. 

The second example of negative arcing from an eclipse exit 

later on the same day at about 16:02:30 UTC is shown in Fig. 

7-b where eight arcing events are observed once shunt 

operations begin on the arrays.  ISS frame potential decreases 

from -4 V before the vehicle enters sunlight -27 V as the biased 

arrays collect current in sunlight.  The first negative arcing 

event decreases the frame potential to about -8 V followed 

immediately by a second event that decreases the frame 

potential to about -2 V.  Six additional negative arcing events 

follow that remove varying amounts of charge from ISS.  Note 

that the recharge time to collect additional electron current 

between the events exhibit the same time constant for each 

event. 

The initial ISS solar array charging in both cases shown in 

Fig. 7 appear to start before sunlight is present on the vehicle.  

This is an artifact of the method we are using to compute 

insolation at the location of ISS.  The ISS ephemeris and solar 

illumination at the ISS location is computed using the Satellite 

Took Kit® (STK) software.  The STK model for solar 

illumination does not account for effects of the Earth’s 

atmosphere and gives 0% illumination at first contact of the 

solar disk with the Earth’s horizon and 100% illumination at 

final contact.  Orbital sunrise is actually earlier than first contact 

due to scattering of sunlight through the Earth’s atmosphere.  

Solar arrays are sensitive to light on the red end of the spectrum 

which is preferentially scattered through the atmosphere 

resulting in biased arrays at times before the STK algorithm 

predicts light at the ISS location [c.f., 36]. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We reported a new class of transient ISS frame potential 

variations consistent with negative arcing on open-circuit solar 

array strings using data from the ISS FPMU FPP instrument.  

The transients are characterized by a rapid decrease in the 

negative frame potential to values less negative, or even 

positive, than the equilibrium potential followed by a gradual 

return to equilibrium conditions.  The events are always 

observed in sunlight when the PVAs are biased and occur 

during periods when some or all of the PVA strings are shunted 

consistent the proposed model that the arcs occur on open-

circuit, shunted strings. Open circuit strings can exhibit 

voltages exceeding -300 V when the strings are shunted.  Under 

these conditions the local potential on the damaged string can 

easily exceed arcing thresholds at the low end of the -210 V to 

-457 V range for ISS PVAs.  Because arcing to space on the 

array will remove some fraction of the net negative charge on 

the ISS, transient variations in the frame potential are expected 

during the electrostatic discharge events. 
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